YOUR ALLY IN CHANGE

RECALIBRATE

ACHIEVE PERSONAL EXCELLENCE

Boldly Express Your Purpose

Strategic Action Taking

Reduce Emotional Stress

Sustain Cultural Momentum

Improve Work Performance

Business Mastery

Increase Your Productivity

Genuine Leadership

Enhance Leadership Skills

Achieve Your Bigger Vision

NewMindetAcademy.com

RECALIBRATE SYSTEM

RECALIBRATE

THE UNCOMMON SUCCESS MAP
CLEAR ACTION PLAN FOR GROWTH
Creating an uncommon outcome, requires that we do uncommon things. The Recalibrate System
enables you to create an uncommon success map that will get uncommon results. Our premium
executive results training gives you the skills you need to create a leadership style that is
sustainable and scalable in the long run.
Uncover limiting beliefs and shatter them
Uncover what you really want
Get into alignment with your BIGGER vision
Create a success map with specific steps
that will get you to where you want to go
Create a customized visualization that will
bring your vision into reality

Reduce emotional stress
Improve work performance
Goal-oriented results training
Organizational transformation
Increase productivity
Enhance leadership skills
Create the most powerful
self-image yet

What do you want? Why do you want it?
What are you willing to do to get it?

Choose Package Options
PLATINUM PACKAGE - $797
Three private coaching sessions (72% discount)
Recalibrate Uncommon Success Map
BONUS- Abundance Mindset in 12.2 Minutes
BONUS- sneak peak-Self-Image Reimagined

GOLD PACKAGE - $497
Recalibrate Uncommon Success Map
BONUS- Abundance Mindset in 12.2 Minutes
BONUS- sneak peak-Self-Image Reimagined

The Recalibrate - Accelerate Performance system helps you to adopt a winning mindset, so you can
achieve your bigger vision. Are you ready to increase your happiness and live a more fulfilling life?
Let’s get started and create a strategic action map that will guide your executive decisions with laser
accuracy.

Apply NOW!

MySuccessBlueprint.us

NEW MINDSET ACADEMY

MASTER ANXIETY • ADVANCE CAREER • MAXIMIZE REVENUE GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
It's clear that we are going through uncertain times and massive change is happening in most
areas of our lives. We are being pulled into a future that is changing much faster than we think.
The ability to face and adapt to rapid change has become essential. Learning to cope with
anxiety requires a set of skills and habits that can be developed and mastered by anyone.
Connecting with our genuine self while developing emotional intelligence enables us to
embrace change while leading ourselves. When you channel your emotions, you then have the
ability to influence change with genuine leadership.
What’s stopping you from getting what you want? Imagine for a moment what life would be
like if you could remove the barriers to the life that you’ve dreamed about. If these roadblocks
were removed, what would it mean to you and the people that you love? Perhaps it's time to
Recalibrate your mindset.

NewMindsetAcademy.com

REVIEWS

Eric Miller is THE executive coach for me, and I think he can be for you. For the past 20+
years, I've been a successful nonprofit executive leading and managing organizations,
developing and implementing strategic plans, collaborating with boards of directors and
other colleagues, and raising needed funds. Recently, I encountered new and stressful onthe-job challenges; it was abundantly clear I needed help understanding, addressing, and
transcending these issues. Eric Miller is the solution. His executive coaching, particularly
his Recalibrate program, is what I need and want: supportive, state-of-the-art, revitalizing,
thought-provoking, and informative. Eric offers strategic, structured exercises tailored for
me, and combines regular check-ins. With his coaching, I am developing a new outlook,
useful tools, and a vision for my professional future. Needless to say, I wholeheartedly
recommend Eric Miller as a coach.
—Dave E,

I have been a corporate attorney for 22 years. My profession has changed dramatically in
the last decade. Before I started working with Eric, I was not clear as to the direction that I
wanted to take my practice. With the increase of two new associates and a new partner,
we were experiencing growing pains. After completing the program with Eric, I now have a
whole new outlook on how I interact with my staff, and there has been a dramatic change.
We now have a clear business map on how we will grow our business. I would highly
recommend Eric Miller.
—Travis, Lawyer, Dallas, TX

bit.ly/allyreviews
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Look For
More Courses From
New Mindset Academy
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